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Abstract—This paper presents ongoing work to develop advanced education and training course on the Cloud Computing technologies foundation and engineering by a cooperating group of universities and the professional education partners. The central part of proposed approach is the Common Body of Knowledge in Cloud Computing (CBK-CC) that defines the professional level of knowledge in the selected domain and allows consistent curricula structuring and profiling. The paper presents the structure of the course and explains the principles used for developing course materials, such as Bloom’s Taxonomy applied for technical education, and andragogy instructional model for professional education and training. The paper explains the importance of using the strong technical foundation to build the course materials that can address interests of different categories of stakeholders and roles/responsibilities in the Cloud Computing services provisioning and operation. The paper provides a short description of summary of the used Cloud Computing related architecture concepts and models that allow consistent mapping between CBK-CC, stakeholder roles/responsibilities and required skills. The paper refers to the ongoing development of the educational course on Cloud Computing at the University of Amsterdam, University of Stavanger and provides suggestions for building advanced online training course for IT professionals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing [1,2] is an important new paradigm in the area of Information Technology (IT) that currently provides (a common) basis for a new wave of the technology development such as Big Data and pushing further mobility based pervasive computing concept. It represents what most industry experts characterize as computing architecture as important and distinctive as “Mainframe”, “Client Server”, and “Internet”. Services such as email, Internet search, social network, Internet video, conferencing and sharing technologies – which are becoming no less than vital for our everyday lives - are moving to cloud platforms, or have already become cloud based. It is also the technology behind datacenter consolidation, outsourcing and hosting, and next generation supercomputing.

In general, Cloud Computing technologies are emerging as a common platform for provisioning general infrastructure services and domain specific applications on-demand that can be designed to support user specific applications, processes and workflows and dynamically created user groups.

This paper presents a new and comprehensive approach to designing a Cloud Computing curricula to address needs of the different professional groups in Cloud Computing. The proposed curriculum intends to provide an overview and analysis of the existing cloud architecture models, cloud industry standardisation, existing cloud middleware platforms and major cloud provider platforms. To ensure the consistency of technical content, the course uses the two generic architecture components the Cloud Services Model (CSM) and the InterCloud Architecture Framework (ICAF) [4, 5] that are defined according to the recent recommendations by ITU-T, IEEE, IETF and OGF standardisation bodies, and industry best practices on cloud based infrastructure services design and management.

All main topics of the course contain the main/foundational part that provides the basic information sufficient for understanding and using specific clouds functions, and the advanced part that provide additional information for deep understanding and advanced use of the technology sufficient for cloud services and applications development and implementation. An important part of the course is the security and policy management issues in clouds, including provider security, user applications security, federated identity management, compliance and certification.

Cloud Computing embodies advances in computing, networking, and storage technologies which individually and collectively include major hardware and software breakthroughs. These include compute virtualization, distributed and replicated storage, and software based networking. In its own turn, Cloud Computing motivates further technology advancement and changes how the modern IT infrastructure is built and evolves. There is a strong demand for specialists with strong technical
background and deep knowledge of the Cloud Computing technologies. However, there is no widely available Cloud Computing training and professional education as well as there is no common approach to building professional level Cloud Computing curricula.

Hardware and software engineers are increasingly searching for more education on these new technologies, both out of technical curiosity and out of necessity for their careers. Universities recognize that Cloud Computing is a mandatory technology and knowledge for the future emerging IT technologies such as Big Data and Data Intensive Science. The presented paper discusses the general instructional approach to creating/building comprehensive curriculum, covering the “A-Z” of Cloud Computing at the level sufficient for informed use of the basic cloud technologies, cloud services development and further professional development.

The curriculum design outlined here presents a complete course in Cloud Computing, aimed at the technical product planner, consultant, or engineer. The modules are structured along the lines of common industry terms and features of Cloud Computing, so that the student with a passing knowledge of the subject will be able to instantly recognize the subject matter of the course.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains need for a new approach in Cloud Computing education and training and outlines the main properties of the professional level of knowledge. Section III introduces the Common Body of Knowledge in Cloud Computing (CBK-CC) and explains inter-relations between its elements. Section IV provides short overview of the Cloud Services Model (CSM) and the InterCloud Architecture Framework (ICAF) including also the main stakeholders definition in cloud service provisioning and operation that jointly provide an architectural and technical basis for CBK-CC and the course design. Section V describes mapping between CSM and course profiles reflecting required knowledge and skills for the main stakeholder activities. Section VI and VII explain correspondingly how the new advanced instructional methodologies such as Bloom’s taxonomy and Andragogy are used to improve the proposed course delivery and learning outcome. Section VIII discusses few examples of the education and training programs development in which the authors are involved, and the paper concludes with the summary and future developments in section IX.

II. DEMAND OF TIME: INNOVATIVE EDUCATIONAL APPROACH

Having delivered many courses in computer science, networking, Grid Computing, Security Engineering, and related, the authors have realized that the usual educational approaches do not serve that well in providing advanced curriculum to professionals on new emerging technologies. It has become clear that some very particular techniques need to be utilized in order to provide a deeper, more efficient, and more enjoyable learning experience.

So we will utilize these principles in developing a new type of curriculum. In the following sections we will explain the new instructional methods and education approaches we found effective for such new emerging technology domains as Cloud Computing.

A. Principles of Professional Education

The discussed here curriculum seeks to provide knowledge both in Cloud Computing as a new technology and the background technologies which go into Cloud. Our objective is to empower future professionals with the ability to develop new knowledge and build stronger expertise in Cloud, and also to prepare a basis for new emerging technologies such as Big Data.

As a basis, a professional education needs to provide for the professional level of knowledge that can be outlined as follows:
1) Knowing basic concepts and major application areas
2) Knowing similar concepts (and concepts inter-relation) and alternatives, as well as application specific areas
3) Knowing basic technologies and their relation to basic concepts.

Beyond this, a professional needs additional “dimensions” of awareness and critical thinking:
4) Knowing authoritative (and not authoritative) sources of information and how to evaluate quality of information
5) Ability to work with standards (what is not an easy source of information)
6) Ability to critically evaluate and filter some inconsistent information, e.g. popular sites like Wikipedia and similar, blogs, etc.
7) Critically evaluate vendors’ information which is sometimes biased and/or doesn’t provide enough background information

Cloud computing is still a new technology today, but it is becoming a common preferred base/platform for all current and future developments. Professionals want to become an “expert” in this new area. They need both a general professional knowledge and understanding of the main development areas, as well as practical development and experience with activities such as projects, writing reports, technical documents, and following and contributing to standardization.

As the result of the proposed curriculum, professionals should become “cloud aware”, armed with “cloud powered design” and capable of “cloud powered analysis and thinking”.

III. COMMON BODY OF KNOWLEDGE IN CLOUD COMPUTING (CBK-CC)

CBK refers to several domains or operational categories into which Cloud Computing theory and practices breaks down. It is like a Blueprint or Framework which students can see how things fit together.

For Cloud Computing, we identify the following CBK elements:
1. Cloud Computing Architectures, service and deployment models
2. Cloud Computing platforms, software/middleware and API’s
3. Cloud Services Engineering, Cloud aware Services Design
4. Virtualization technologies (Compute, Storage, Network)
5. Computer Networks, Software Defined Networks (SDN)
6. Service Computing, Web Services and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
7. Computing models: Grid, Distributed, Cluster Computing
8. Security Architecture and Models, Operational Security
9. IT Service Management, Business Continuity Planning (BCP)
10. Business and Operational Models, Compliance, Assurance, Certification

Figure 1 shows the 2D relations between the CKB components and illustrates their mapping to the required skills and course subsets or profiles. Accordingly, the core Cloud Computing Fundamentals course includes such topics as Cloud Computing Architectures, service and deployment models; Cloud Computing platforms, software/middleware and API's; Cloud aware Services Design; Compute and Storage Virtualization; Web Services and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA); Cloud Security, Operational Security, Identity management; Business and Operational Models, Compliance, Assurance.

The Cloud Computing Fundamentals provide sufficient basis for performing the main professional tasks and further independent professional development. Different groups of the cloud professionals and specialists can extend their education and training with the specific knowledge and skills according to the CBK-CC.

Figure 1. CKB-CC elements inter-relation and mapping to course profiles.

IV. CLOUD COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE FOUNDATION

The key component of the consistent course organization is the strong conceptual and architectural background used for creating logical structure between topics/modules, learning targets and their relation to practical business and operational needs. Well defined architectural background provides a basis for consistent vocabulary and stakeholder roles, actions and interest definition.

The course provides overview of the main Cloud Computing architectures proposed by different standardization bodies NIST [1, 2], IEEE [5], ITU-T [6], IETF [7], ODCA [8], comprehensive architectures defined by leading industry actors such as Amazon AWS [9], Microsoft Azure [10], IBM [11], and proposes consolidated architecture view comprising of the Cloud Services Model (CSM) and Intercloud Architecture Framework (ICAF) [3] as explained below.

A. Cloud Service Model

Figure 2 illustrates the proposed multi-layer CSM definition that reflects the main functional layers and related functional components in a typical cloud infrastructure. It combines the basic cloud service models IaaS, PaaS, SaaS into one Cloud Services Layer that typically expose standard based interfaces to user applications or services but can use proprietary interfaces to the underlying provider platform. In this respect, the proposed model provides a basis for the inter-layer interfaces definition and mapping.

In the proposed CSM the following layers are defined including user client or application at the top (numbering from bottom up, see Fig. 2):

(C6) User/customer side resources and services located in and provided by the customer’s enterprise or campus network to support their integration with the cloud based infrastructure; these may include identity management, infrastructure administration, data services and visualization.

(C5) Access/Delivery infrastructure hosting components and functions to provide access to cloud services/resources and interconnect multiple cloud domains; cloud federation services are located at this layer.

(C4) Cloud services layer that may include different type of cloud services IaaS, PaaS, SaaS that are exposed to upper customer faced layer via standard interfaces while potentially using non-standard internal and lower facing interfaces.

(C3) Cloud virtual resources composition and orchestration layer that is represented by the Cloud Management Software (including such platforms as OpenNebula, OpenStack, or others) and may include additional services for combined inter-cloud infrastructure composition and orchestration.

(C2) Cloud virtualisation layer (e.g. represented by VMware, Xen or KVM as virtualisation platforms; or using custom virtualisation platform for non-computer resources).

(C1) Physical platform (PC hardware, storage, network, and network infrastructure); to interface with the virtualisation layer the physical resources layer may provide special adaptors’ functionality.

The three vertical planes or cross-layer infrastructures are defined to group related functionality in all CSM layers:

- Control and Management Plane
- Operations Support System
- Security Infrastructure.

[Diagram of Cloud Computing Architectures]
The CSM includes all the major components of the general cloud services design/functional components residing at the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and those functional components constituting the inter-cloud access and services delivery infrastructure including also user client and applications.

B. Intercloud Architecture Framework (ICAF)

The proposed Intercloud Architecture Framework (ICAF) addresses the interoperability and integration issues in the current and emerging heterogeneous multi-domain and multi-provider clouds that could host modern and future critical enterprise and e-Science infrastructures and applications, including integration and interoperability with legacy campus/enterprise infrastructure.

The ICAF includes the following components that separate all functions related to the cloud services design, control, management and operations into “orthogonal” groups:

(1) Multilayer Cloud Services Model (CSM) (explained above) for vertical cloud services interaction, integration and compatibility that defines both relations between cloud service models (such as IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) and other required functional layers and components of the general cloud based services infrastructure, including also the Access and Delivery Infrastructure layer.

(2) Intercloud Control and Management Plane (ICMP) for Intercloud applications/infrastructure control and management, including inter-applications signaling, synchronization and session management, configuration, monitoring, run time infrastructure optimization including VM migration, resources scaling, and jobs/objects routing.

(3) Intercloud Federation Framework (ICFF) to allow independent clouds and related infrastructure components federation of independently managed cloud based infrastructure components belonging to different cloud providers and/or administrative domains; this should support federation at the level of services, business applications, semantics, and namespaces, assuming necessary gateway or federation services.

(4) Intercloud Operation and Management Framework (ICOMF) which includes functionalities to support multi-provider infrastructure operation, including business workflow, SLA management and accounting. ICOMF defines the main stakeholders, actors and their roles and relations in sense of resources ownership, operation, and management. ICOMF requires support from and interacts with both ICCMP and ICFF.

(5) Intercloud Security Framework (ICSF) that provides a basis for secure operation of all components of the Intercloud infrastructure, including secure operation of the cloud federations. In this respect ICSF should provide a basis for integration of the security services between different CSM layers and all participating cloud service providers.

C. Main/Top Level Stakeholders

To be effective and market successful, education and training program should target the main stakeholder groups and their interests in the cloud services delivery model, which are typically related to the ICOMF.

We define the following main actors and roles adopting the Resource-Ownership-Role-Action (RORA) model proposed in [12, 13] and referring to other service delivery and operations frameworks such as defined by NIST [2, 14] and TMF Service Delivery Framework (SDF) [15]:

- Cloud Service Provider (CSP) as entity providing cloud based services to customers, on their request and based on the business agreement that is expressed as Service Level Agreement (SLA). It is important to admit specifics of business relations in clouds due to the fact that majority of cloud services are self-serviced and are governed under general or individualized SLA.
- Cloud Broker is an entity that may play a role of the third party in offering cloud service adding value of negotiating with many CSPs or customer groups and in some cases managing complex multi-provider services.
- Cloud Service Operator is a new emerging role of the company that provides a value added service of integrating services from multiple cloud providers, delivering them to the customer and operating the resulting infrastructure.
- Cloud Service Integrator is a role provided by the third party IT company to design and deploy the cloud services infrastructure that matches the customer requirements; this role includes detailed customer needs and requirements study and proposal of the optimized cloud based infrastructure, including also need for customer IT infrastructure redesign.
- Cloud Auditor is a party that can conduct independent assessment of cloud services, information system operations, performance and security of the cloud implementation.
- Cloud Carrier is an intermediary that provides connectivity and transport of cloud services from Cloud Providers to Cloud Consumers; Cloud Carrier services is typically provided by a telecom company.
- Customer (like enterprise or university) is entity that request service from and has contractual relations with the CSP; customer does cloud services management themselves or outsource it to the third party.
- User is an end-user consuming cloud based services; in cloud services provisioning:

Addressing education and training skills requirements for the major industry stakeholders and roles is a condition for the course acceptance by the industry and wide professional community.

V. MAPPING STAKEHOLDER DOMAINS AND COURSE COMPONENTS

Mapping between CSM, major stakeholder service domains, and required knowledge (or competencies) is an important next step in building consistent curricula. This is also important for effective course profiling for the target group of students or trainees that can be used for defining the course modules that will be delivered to different groups of attendees/subscribers/listeners.

We understand the difference for students where we can just deliver a complete program, and an advance professional training where the educator needs to more specifically target the specific interests of trainees.
The main benefits of outsourcing...
The proposed mapping is actually related to the whole body of knowledge that constitutes the expert knowledge in Cloud Computing. However in general, Bloom’s Taxonomy can be applied to any piece of a curriculum with the correspondingly defined learning objectives.

VII. METHODOLOGY OF ANDRAGOGY (VS. PEDAGOGY)

Andragogy consists of learning strategies focused on adults [20, 21, 22]. It is often interpreted as the process of engaging adult learners with the structure of learning experience. The andragogy principles are highly elated to professional education that typically has high motivation factor. It can be applied in on-campus and on-line education. Developed by American educator Malcolm Knowles [20], he stated six assumptions related to motivation of adult learning:

1. Adults need to know the reason for learning something (Need to Know)
2. Experience (including error) provides the basis for learning activities (Foundation)
3. Adults need to be responsible for their decisions on education; involvement in the planning and evaluation of their instruction (Self-concept)
4. Adults are most interested in learning subjects having immediate relevance to their work and/or personal lives (Readiness).
5. Adult learning is problem-centered rather than content-oriented (Orientation)
6. Adults respond better to internal versus external motivators (Motivation)

Andragogy provides effective approach to online higher education that is offered by high ranked online universities such as Laureate Online Higher Education (LOHE) [23, 24], the online education branch of the Liverpool University. The LOHE provides fully online teaching/education environment based on customized Blackboard platform. The following activities and education forms are used in Computer Science online master education:

- The module consists of 8 weekly seminars that includes 2 Discussion Questions (DQ), Hands-in Assignment (HA, or homework) and project assignment.
- Each seminar is provided with the Lecture Notes and textbook reading assignment. There is no recorded or synchronous lectures, what makes also possible education delivery to countries and to students with low Internet connectivity.
- Discussion questions and asynchronous discussion are the main form of educational activity. DQ answers are submitted to the discussion forum and the students are required to contribute to the discussion. The students benefit from the knowledge and experience sharing during discussion and learn how to defend own answer. Instructor plays a role of moderator and the students’ knowledge and activities assessor.
- Discussion questions are designed in such a way that to stimulate the students higher cognitive activities starting from the basic literature search to analyzing and evaluating collected information and further to making concise knowledge synthesis and their application to problem solving.
- Criteria for assessing the students’ knowledge and learning outcome are based on the Bloom’s Taxonomy and require some experience from the instructor.

We discuss further application of the andragogy principles to online self-education courses in the following section.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION STATUS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. SOA and Cloud Computing Course for Master students at the University of Amsterdam

The SOA and Cloud Computing course is being developed for the Master Computer Science full-time students and counts for 6 credits. The course runs 2 months and has 8 contact hours per week of which 4 hours are lectures and 2 lab hours.

The course also includes the final projects to design cloud based application or service to support a selected business process or scientific workflow using one of the available cloud platforms: local cloud testbed, Amazon AWS, or Microsoft Azure. The lab assignments include the basic hands-on tasks to learn how to work with virtualisation and cloud platforms both provided by the local cloud testbed and two major cloud platforms by Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure, what together provides a basis for the practical project realization.

The course is built in such a way to facilitate the students deeper study/research into the subject of Cloud Computing and related problems, improve their skill in working with professional and scientific literature, facilitate collaborative learning and actively use their knowledge in the discussion.

To achieve this the course employs two types of self-study activities: (1) discussion of the selected papers in the classroom (also called “reading club”) that is done weekly and requires submitting two short summaries of the paper before discussion and after discussion where the student is required demonstrate their understanding of the paper and its relation to the weekly lecture topic; and (2) literature based research on individually selected topics that must be resulted in a short essay and its presentation during the special seminar session that takes place either at the end of course or discussion of the selected papers in the classroom. The proposed list of research topics includes more than 30 topics covering all aspects of Cloud Computing and cloud services design; each topic is provided with the initial list of 2-3
The course will use periodical (weekly or by group of topics) knowledge testing with the test developed to assess at least first three Bloom’s taxonomy cognitive levels: evaluation, synthesis and analysis, that will employ both multiple choice questions and questions requiring textual answer. The literature research and final project are the key components to achieve the higher level of knowledge in the Cloud Computing.

Important part of the university education is developing research skills that includes formulating a research problem, studying and critically evaluating scientific and technical literature.

The course will also invite a few guest lectures that will be given by industry experts and cooperating industry partners.

B. Data Intensive Systems Course at the University of Stavanger and Purdue University

Data Intensive Systems course is being developed between Purdue University, AMD Research and University of Stavanger for Master or early graduate level students in science and engineering with primary focus on Computer Science student (or Computer Engineering in American nomenclature). The course runs for a full semester (ca. 3 months) and has 10 contact hours per week, of which 4 are lectures, 3 labs and 3 project dedicated office hours.

Labs and project are focused on hands-on programming based on the Hadoop platform hosted by one of the universities specifically for the purpose of the course. In addition the course includes a self-study component where each student has to prepare a short presentation on assigned cutting edge technology, which is not part of the main body of the course.

Main course objective are:

- design, construct, test, and benchmark a small data processing cluster
- understand algorithmic complexity
- use functional programming concept to describe data dependencies for program parallelization
- describe the concepts and performance of distributed file systems
- understand Hadoop job tracker, task tracker, scheduling issues, communications, and resource management
- construct programs based on MapReduce paradigm for typical algorithmic problems
- understand the differences between RDBMS, data warehouse, unstructured big data, and keyed files.
- understand reliability theory and apply it to design a data intensive system for given reliability

Teaching modules are constructed in correspondence with the above objectives with focus on balance between engineering skills and proper theoretical background.

The course has 4 elements of knowledge testing: final exam, self-study work, weekly laboratory sessions and final project. Final exam and project test students across all levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy, while self-study and particular labs tackle chosen levels separately.

Lecturers will deliver the course simultaneously to students at University of Stavanger and Purdue University from both places and including also AMD Research. Despite this delivery method the course will not be in fact an online course. This is mostly due to limitations of the laboratory part. We have considered using a Cloud platform e.g. Amazon AWS; however, limitations of this platform regarding data locality and network performance have temporarily ruled it out. It is possible that these problems could be solved in future opening a possibility for an online course or even MOOC.

Despite these limitations we are already looking into extending the course to a few more institution in the coming years.

C. Advanced on-line training course for professional IT specialists

The demand for online self-study and self-training courses is growing and the authors are considering designing an advanced training course for IT professionals.

When applying discussed above techniques, in particular andragogy and Bloom’s Taxonomy to online self-education and training, the following specifics will apply:

- Less time to be devoted by trainee; estimated 1 hour per lesson, maximum 3 lessons per course
- Requires the course workflow to be maximum automated, especially if coupled with certification or pre-certification
- Requires guided activities while allowing self-directed course selection
- Provide course consistency in sense of style, presentation/graphics, etc
- Combined with the Bloom’s taxonomy, provide understood targets and outcomes
- Knowledge control questionnaires at the end of lessons or topics.

The course must be designed in such a way that to build a consistent/advanced knowledge foundation and to prepare the listeners for a concise and advanced use of the cloud technologies and tools for emerging technologies such as Big Data, data analytics and new emerging business paradigms motivated by increasing use of the smart mobile devices.

The curriculum design must be more specifically aimed at the main stakeholders to reflect typical roles or functions such as technical product planner, consultant, or engineer. The modules must be structured along the lines of common industry terms and features of Cloud Computing, so that the student with a passing knowledge of the subject will be able to instantly recognize the subject matter of the course.

The online curriculum should have a pre-requisite of having basic or common knowledge in Cloud Computing and provide materials at Intermediate, Advanced, and Expert levels. The Intermediate and Advanced lessons constitute the Cloud Computing fundamentals and aimed for IT decision makers and informed users:

- all concepts are explained, clouds opportunities are demonstrated, general use cases are analysed, examples of use are provided
- general security issues in clouds are explained.

“Advanced” parts are intended for engineers/practitioners developing and operating cloud services, and doing integration/consulting work.
The online course materials must be developed with high granularity to allow easy course composition for the target groups of trainees and also designing individual profiles.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

This paper presents a new approach to developing the advanced education and training courses on Cloud Computing technologies that can be profiled both for full time university students and for acting IT professionals.

The proposed approach to curriculum development provides the following benefits and possibilities:

- A wider scope of technologies and important topics covered both in cloud Intermediate, Advanced, and Expert, including materials for developers
- A stronger base on standardization and best practices – right up to expert knowledge at each level, from manager to developer
- Is intended to achieve level of known certification programs in Cloud Computing
- Has selected topics and level of coverage based on the authors’ experience and experience of the cooperating professional education partners, what is essential in mastering cloud technologies from initial involvement to future professional work and cloud applications development.

When successfully tested the course materials and obtained experience can be re-used for new instructional materials developments such as emerging Big Data and Data Intensive Science and Technologies such as falls into the Research Data Alliance (RDA) Interest Group on Educations and Skills Development activity [25, 26]. However, as with the presented Cloud Computing curriculum the prerequisite for such a new course must be a well defined Common Knowledge Base of the target professional education domain and corresponding architecture framework.
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